
Inductive & Deductive Reasoning: Several Versions

Document 1

Inductive Reasoning
Inductive reasoning is the process of arriving at a conclusion based on a set of 
observations. In itself, it is not a valid method of proof. Just because a person observes a 
number of situations in which a pattern exists doesn't mean that that pattern is true for all 
situations. For example, after seeing many people outside walking their dogs, one may 
observe that every dog that is a poodle is being walked by an elderly person. The person 
observing this pattern could inductively reason that poodles are owned exclusively by 
elderly people. This is by no means a method of proof for such a suspicion; in fact, in the 
real world it is a means by which people and things are stereotyped. A hypothesis based 
on inductive reasoning, can, however, lead to a more careful study of a situation. By 
inductive reasoning, in the example above, a viewer has formed a hypothesis that poodles 
are owned exclusively by elderly people. The observer could then conduct a more formal 
study based on this hypothesis and conclude that his hypothesis was either right, wrong, 
or only partially wrong.

Inductive reasoning is used in geometry in a similar way. One might observe that in a few 
given rectangles, the diagonals are congruent. The observer could inductively reason that 
in all rectangles, the diagonals are congruent. Although we know this fact to be generally 
true, the observer hasn't proved it through his limited observations. However, he could 
prove his hypothesis using other means (which we'll learn later) and come out with a 
theorem (a proven statement). In this case, as in many others, inductive reasoning led to a 
suspicion, or more specifically, a hypothesis, that ended up being true.

The power of inductive reasoning, then, doesn't lie in its ability to prove mathematical 
statements. In fact, inductive reasoning can never be used to provide proofs. Instead, 
inductive reasoning is valuable because it allows us to form ideas about groups of things 
in real life. In geometry, inductive reasoning helps us organize what we observe into 
succinct geometric hypotheses that we can prove using other, more reliable methods. 
Whether we know it or not, the process of inductive reasoning almost always is the way we 
form ideas about things. Once those ideas form, we can systematically determine (using 
formal proofs) whether our initial ideas were right, wrong, or somewhere in between.

—http://www.sparknotes.com/math/geometry3/inductiveanddeductivereasoning/section1.html
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Arguments can be separated into two categories: deductive and inductive. A deductive 
argument is one in which it is impossible for the premises to be true but the conclusion 
false. Thus, the conclusion follows necessarily from the premises and inferences. In this 
way, it is supposed to be a definitive proof of the truth of the claim (conclusion). Here is a 
classic example:

      1. All men are mortal. (premise)
      2. Socrates was a man. (premise)
      3. Socrates was mortal. (conclusion) 

As you can see, if the premises are true (and they are), then it simply isn't possible for the 
conclusion to be false. If you have a deductive argument and you accept the truth of the 
premises, then you must also accept the truth of the conclusion; if you reject it, then you 
are rejecting logic itself.

An inductive argument is one in which the premises are supposed to support the 
conclusion in such a way that if the premises are true, it is improbable that the conclusion 
would be false. Thus, the conclusion follows probably from the premises and inferences. 
Here is an example:

      1. Socrates was Greek. (premise)
      2. Most Greeks eat fish. (premise)
      3. Socrates ate fish. (conclusion) 

In this example, even if both premises are true, it is still possible for the conclusion to be 
false (maybe Socrates was allergic to fish, for example). Words which tend to mark an 
argument as inductive — and hence probabilistic rather than necessary — include 
probably, likely, possibly and reasonably.

It may seem that inductive arguments are weaker than deductive arguments because 
there must always remain the possibility of their arriving at false conclusions, but that is not 
entirely true. With deductive arguments, our conclusions are already contained, even if 
implicitly, in our premises. This means that we don't arrive at new information — at best, 
we are shown information which was obscured or unrecognized previously. Thus, the sure 
truth-preserving nature of deductive arguments comes at a cost.

Inductive arguments, on the other hand, do provide us with new ideas and thus may 
expand our knowledge about the world in a way that is impossible for deductive arguments 
to achieve. Thus, while deductive arguments may be used most often with mathematics, 
most other fields of research make extensive use of inductive arguments. 

—http://atheism.about.com/od/criticalthinking/a/deductivearg.htm
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Deductive and Inductive Reasoning

Asked by a student at Winona Senior High School on January 28, 1998:

    I was talking with my geometry teacher the other day and we discussed inductive 
and deductive reasoning. He wanted me to find out exactly what they are and find 
an example just to see if I could do it. Can you help me answer this question? 

"Deductive reasoning" refers to the process of concluding that something must be true 
because it is a special case of a general principle that is known to be true. For example, if 
you know the general principle that the sum of the angles in any triangle is always 180 
degrees, and you have a particular triangle in mind, you can then conclude that the sum of 
the angles in your triangle is 180 degrees.

Deductive reasoning is logically valid and it is the fundamental method in which 
mathematical facts are shown to be true.

"Inductive reasoning" (not to be confused with "mathematical induction" or and "inductive 
proof", which is something quite different) is the process of reasoning that a general 
principle is true because the special cases you've seen are true. For example, if all the 
people you've ever met from a particular town have been very strange, you might then say  
"all the residents of this town are strange". That is inductive reasoning: constructing a 
general principle from special cases. It goes in the opposite direction from deductive 
reasoning.

Inductive reasoning is not logically valid. Just because all the people you happen to have 
met from a town were strange is no guarantee that all the people there are strange. 
Therefore, this form of reasoning has no part in a mathematical proof.

However, inductive reasoning does play a part in the discovery of mathematical truths. For 
example, the ancient geometers looked at triangles and noticed that their angle sums were 
all 180 degrees. After seeing that every triangle they tried to build, no matter what the 
shape, had an angle sum of 180 degrees, they would have come to the conclusion that 
this is something that is true of every triangle. Then they would have looked for a way to 
prove it using deductive reasoning; that is, deduce it as a consequence of other known 
general properties of triangles.

In summary, then: inductive reasoning is part of the discovery process whereby the 
observation of special cases leads one to suspect very strongly (though not know with 
absolute logical certainty) that some general principle is true. Deductive reasoning, on the 
other hand, is the method you would use to demonstrate with logical certainty that the 
principle is true.

Both are necessary parts of mathematical thinking. If you just started with the known 
properties of triangles and played around with them aimlessly using deductive reasoning, it 
is unlikely you would discover the fact that the angle sum is always 180 degrees (though if 
you did happen to discover it that way, you'd know it for certain). However, by noticing that 
it's true in all the examples you've ever seen, inductive reasoning leads you to suspect that 
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this fact is true. Then, once your suspicions have given you a target and a direction for 
your deductive reasoning, you construct your rigorous logical proof using deductive 
reasoning.

The "inductive reasoning" mentioned above is nothing to do with the "principle of 
induction", which says that if you know something is true for the number 1, and if 
whenever it is true for one number it is also true for the next number, it is then true for 
every positive integer. Although this principle is a form of reasoning that gets you to a 
general principle from some individual cases (which is the reason for the name 
"induction"), it does so in a precise and logically valid way that is really a form of deductive 
reasoning if viewed in the correct way. When people refer to an "inductive proof", they 
generally mean a proof that uses the (logically valid) principle of induction, rather than 
meaning a form of (logically invalid) inductive reasoning in the sense described above. 

—http://www.math.utoronto.ca/mathnet/questionCorner/deductive.html

Document 4

Historical Development:

Not everyone from 300 B.C. to 1600 A.D. was willing to bow to the authority of Aristotle. 
Many of Aristotle's arguments were faulty, but where did he go wrong, and what was the 
right way to proceed?

About 1600 A.D., it became apparent to several people - Galileo Galilei in Italy, Francis 
Bacon in England, Tycho Brahe in Denmark, and others - that there were no subtle logical 
errors in Aristotle's use of the deductive method. The problem was that the deductive 
method, while wildly successful in mathematics, did not fit well with scientific investigations 
of nature.

In order to use the deductive method, you need to start with axioms - simple true 
statements about the way the world works. Then you use these axioms to build your 
logical system of nature. If your axioms are true, everything that follows will be true, but 
Galileo and his contemporaries realized that the problem was that it was enormously 
difficult to determine "simple true statements about the way the world works". In fact, they 
realized that it should be the goal of science - not the starting place - to determine what 
the "simple true statements about the way the world works" really are!

Since 1600, the inductive method has been incredibly successful in investigating nature - 
surely far more successful than its originators could have imagined. The inductive method 
of investigation has become so entrenched in science that it is often referred to as the 
scientific method.

Inductive vs. Deductive Method

The inductive method (usually called the scientific method) is the deductive method 
"turned upside down". The deductive method starts with a few true statements (axioms) 
with the goal of proving many true statements (theorems) that logically follow from them. 
The inductive method starts with many observations of nature, with the goal of finding a 
few, powerful statements about how nature works (laws and theories).
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In the deductive method, logic is the authority. If a statement follows logically from the 
axioms of the system, it must be true. In the scientific method, observation of nature is the 
authority. If an idea conflicts with what happens in nature, the idea must be changed or 
abandoned.

Here is a diagram that attempts to depict the scientific (inductive) method. It is 
oversimplified and incomplete, but...

[See original web page for gif graphic.]

Is Science Entirely Inductive?

On the previous page, you learned that although mathematics is deductive in nature - that 
is, logical proof is the only acceptable evidence of truth - the process of mathematics is not 
entirely deductive. It is also true that although science is inductive by nature - observations 
are the only acceptable evidence of truth - the process of science can be deductive!

In particular, physicists make extensive use of mathematics as a powerful theoretical tool. 
Theoretical physicists often construct theories as "mathematical models" deductively, 
starting with assumptions about the inner workings of stars or atoms, for instance, and 
then working out the mathematical consequences of their assumptions. An essential 
difference between a mathematician and a theoretical physicist is that the physicist uses 
mathematics as a reasoning tool. The success of the mathematical model depends on 
how well its results agree with observations of nature - if they do not agree the physicist 
knows that this means that her assumptions - not the observations - need to be adjusted.

—http://www.batesville.k12.in.us/physics/PHYNET/AboutScience/Inductive.html

Document 5

A deductive argument is an argument in which it is thought that the premises provide a 
guarantee of the truth of the conclusion. In a deductive argument, the premises are 
intended to provide support for the conclusion that is so strong that, if the premises are 
true, it would be impossible for the conclusion to be false.

An inductive argument is an argument in which it is thought that the premises provide 
reasons supporting the probable truth of the conclusion. In an inductive argument, the 
premises are intended only to be so strong that, if they are true, then it is unlikely that the 
conclusion is false.

The difference between the two comes from the sort of relation the author or expositor of 
the argument takes there to be between the premises and the conclusion. If the author of 
the argument believes that the truth of the premises definitely establishes the truth of the 
conclusion due to definition, logical entailment or mathematical necessity, then the 
argument is deductive. If the author of the argument does not think that the truth of the 
premises definitely establishes the truth of the conclusion, but nonetheless believes that 
their truth provides good reason to believe the conclusion true, then the argument is 
inductive.
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The noun "deduction" refers to the process of advancing a deductive argument, or going 
through a process of reasoning that can be reconstructed as a deductive argument. 
"Induction" refers to the process of advancing an inductive argument, or making use of 
reasoning that can be reconstructed as an inductive argument.

Because deductive arguments are those in which the truth of the conclusion is thought to 
be completely guaranteed and not just made probable by the truth of the premises, if the 
argument is a sound one, the truth of the conclusion is "contained within" the truth of the 
premises; i.e., the conclusion does not go beyond what the truth of the premises implicitly 
requires. For this reason, deductive arguments are usually limited to inferences that follow 
from definitions, mathematics and rules of formal logic. For example, the following are 
deductive arguments:

    There are 32 books on the top-shelf of the bookcase, and 12 on the lower shelf of 
the bookcase. There are no books anywhere else in my bookcase. Therefore, there 
are 44 books in the bookcase.

    Bergen is either in Norway or Sweden. If Bergen is in Norway, then Bergen is in 
Scandinavia. If Bergen is in Sweden, the Bergen is in Scandinavia. Therefore, 
Bergen is in Scandinavia. 

Inductive arguments, on the other hand, can appeal to any consideration that might be 
thought relevant to the probability of the truth of the conclusion. Inductive arguments, 
therefore, can take very wide ranging forms, including arguments dealing with statistical 
data, generalizations from past experience, appeals to signs, evidence or authority, and 
causal relationships.

Some dictionaries define "deduction" as reasoning from the general to specific and 
"induction" as reasoning from the specific to the general. While this usage is still 
sometimes found even in philosophical and mathematical contexts, for the most part, it is 
outdated. For example, according to the more modern definitions given above, the 
following argument, even though it reasons from the specific to general, is deductive, 
because the truth of the premises guarantees the truth of the conclusion:

    The members of the Williams family are Susan, Nathan and Alexander.
    Susan wears glasses.
    Nathan wears glasses.
    Alexander wears glasses.
    Therefore, all members of the Williams family wear glasses.

Moreover, the following argument, even though it reasons from the general to specific, is 
inductive:

    It has snowed in Massachusetts every December in recorded history.
    Therefore, it will snow in Massachusetts this coming December.

It is worth noting, therefore, that the proof technique used in mathematics called 
"mathematical induction", is, according to the contemporary definition given above, 
actually a form of deduction. Proofs that make use of mathematical induction typically take 
the following form:
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    Property P is true of the number 0.
    For all natural numbers n, if P holds of n then P also holds of n + 1.
    Therefore, P is true of all natural numbers.

When such a proof is given by a mathematician, it is thought that if the premises are true, 
then the conclusion follows necessarily. Therefore, such an argument is deductive by 
contemporary standards.

Because the difference between inductive and deductive arguments involves the strength 
of evidence which the author believes the premises to provide for the conclusion, inductive 
and deductive arguments differ with regard to the standards of evaluation that are 
applicable to them. The difference does not have to do with the content or subject matter 
of the argument. Indeed, the same utterance may be used to present either a deductive or 
an inductive argument, depening on the intentions of the person advancing it. Consider as 
an example.

    Dom Perignon is a champagne, so it must be made in France.

It might be clear from context that the speaker believes that having been made in the 
Champagne area of France is part of the defining feature of "champagne" proper and that 
therefore, the conclusion follows from the premise by definition. If it is the intention of the 
speaker that the evidence is of this sort, then the argument is deductive. However, it may 
be that no such thought is in the speaker's mind. He or she may merely believe that most 
champagne is made in France, and may be reasoning probabilistically. If this is his or her 
intention, then the argument is inductive.

It is also worth noting that, at its core, the distinction has to do with the strength of the 
justification that the author or expositor of the argument intends that the premises provide 
for the conclusion. If the argument is logically fallacious, it may be that the premises 
actually do not provide justification of that strength, or even any justification at all. 
Consider, the following argument:

    All odd numbers are integers.
    All even numbers are integers.
    Therefore, all odd numbers are even numbers.

This argument is logically invalid. In actuality, the premises provide no support whatever 
for the conclusion. However, if this argument were ever seriously advanced, we must 
assume that the author would believe that the truth of the premises guarantees the truth of 
the conclusion. Therefore, this argument is still deductive. A bad deductive argument is not 
an inductive argument.

See also the articles on "Argument" and "Validity and Soundness" in this encyclopedia.

—http://www.iep.utm.edu/d/ded-ind.htm
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Many people distinguish between two basic kinds of argument: inductive and deductive. 
Induction is usually described as moving from the specific to the general, while deduction 
begins with the general and ends with the specific; arguments based on experience or 
observation are best expressed inductively, while arguments based on laws, rules, or other 
widely accepted principles are best expressed deductively. Consider the following 
example:

Adham: I've noticed previously that every time I kick a ball up, it comes back down, 
so I guess this next time when I kick it up, it will come back down, too.

Rizik: That's Newton's Law. Everything that goes up must come down. And so, if 
you kick the ball up, it must come down.

    
Adham is using inductive reasoning, arguing from observation, while Rizik is using 
deductive reasoning, arguing from the law of gravity. Rizik's argument is clearly from the 
general (the law of gravity) to the specific (this kick); Adham's argument may be less 
obviously from the specific (each individual instance in which he has observed balls being 
kicked up and coming back down) to the general (the prediction that a similar event will 
result in a similar outcome in the future) because he has stated it in terms only of the next 
similar event--the next time he kicks the ball.

As you can see, the difference between inductive and deducative reasoning is mostly in 
the way the arguments are expressed. Any inductive argument can also be expressed 
deductively, and any deductive argument can also be expressed inductively.

Even so, it is important to recognize whether the form of an argument is inductive or 
deductive, because each requires different sorts of support. Adham's inductive argument, 
above, is supported by his previous observations, while Rizik's deductive argument is 
supported by his reference to the law of gravity. Thus, Adham could provide additional 
support by detailing those observations, without any recourse to books or theories of 
physics, while Rizik could provide additional support by discussing Newton's law, even if 
Rizik himself had never seen a ball kicked.

The appropriate selection of an inductive or deductive format for a specific first steps 
toward sound argumentation.

—http://www.sjsu.edu/depts/itl/graphics/induc/ind-ded.html
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